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Abstract 
In this paper, we discuss the possibility of applying weighted 
finite state transducer (WFST) as a unified framework to solve 
endpoint detection problem. In general, endpoint detection is 
composed of two cascaded decision processes. The first 
process is voice activity detection (VAD) which makes frame-
level speech/non-speech classification. The second process is 
utterance-level detection which makes final decision with state 
transition control and heuristic knowledge. In recent, statistical 
model-based approach is common on VAD but rule-based 
logic is dominant on utterance-level detection. However, such 
an approach can cause some problems. First, it requires expert 
knowledge to define rules and it also requires sophisticate 
implementation to avoid confliction among them. Second, it 
can yield suboptimal performance because each process has to 
be dealt with independently. Therefore, in order to handle 
these problems by integrating the two processes, we propose 
WFST-based endpoint detection framework. The experimental 
result shows that the endpoint detection problem can be solved 
in a straightforward way under the proposed framework. 
 
 
Index Terms: automatic speech recognition, endpoint 
detection, weighted finite state transducer. 

 

1. Introduction 
In automatic speech recognition (ASR), endpoint detection is a 
frontend process that detects the presence of speech in an input 
noisy signal. It is well known that the performance of endpoint 
detection crucially affects the overall performance of ASR 
systems in terms of accuracy and speed. In general, endpoint 
detection is carried out through mainly two cascaded detection 
processes. The first process is voice activity detection (VAD) 
that makes frame-level speech/non-speech decision for an 
input signal with smoothing technique such as hangover. The 
second process is utterance-level detection that makes final 
decision for the frame-level decision sequence. In order to 
improve the performance of VAD, there have been a lot of 
activities, especially on developing robust features [1-3] and 
statistical model-based decision approaches [4-9]. However, to 
our knowledge, there is little work on utterance-level detection 
and there isn’t any work to integrate the two processes.  
In general, utterance-level detection is based on heuristic 
knowledge and it is implemented with a state transition 
diagram and rule-based logic. State transition diagram is used 
to check if detection state reaches at the end of utterance for an 
input frame-level decision sequence and rule-based logic 
makes final decision whether the detected segment meets 
speech requirement such as minimum speech frame length [1]. 
For the conventional approach, there are some considerations. 
One is that it requires expert knowledge to design useful rules 
and it also requires sophisticate implementation because there 
can be confliction among the rules. Another is that the mixed 

processes can prevent from maximizing overall performance 
because each process has to be developed independently even 
though there is high dependency. Therefore, in order to 
overcome these problems, we propose to use WFST-based 
framework. In WFST-based endpoint detection, each process 
represents knowledge source in WFST and final decision is 
made by applying composition and shortest path search 
operation. This process is transparent and straightforward 
comparing to that of the conventional approach. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 
2, we describe the conventional endpoint detection approach. 
In Section 3, we give a brief overview about WFST. In Section 
4, we describe the proposed WFST-based endpoint detection 
in detail. We give experimental results on endpoint detection 
test corpus in Section 5. 
 

2. Endpoint Detection 
In this section, we investigate endpoint detection. As depicted 
in Figure 1, endpoint detection comprises speech/non-speech 
classification, hangover, state transition control and heuristic 
knowledge, and parameters related to each module. In this 
section, we discuss endpoint detection from the aspect of these 
parameters. 
 

Feature Speech/non-speech
classification Hangover

State transition
control Heuristic Result

Voice activity detection

Utterance-level detection  
Figure 1: Endpoint detection block diagram. 

 

2.1. GMM-based Frame-level Classification 
In recent, most speech/non-speech classifications are based on 
statistical framework. One of the most widely used techniques 
is log likelihood ratio testing (LLRT) formulated as follows: 
 

�(�) = ����(�: �	) − ����(�: �
) 
(1) 

�(�) = �0, � �(�) <  ��
1, � �(�) >  ��

� 
 
where � = �	, ��, … , �� denotes a feature vector sequence, �
 
and �	  are null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis 
respectively, �� is a decision threshold. In this paper, we use 
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to model the probability 
density functions of null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis. 
In GMM-based classification, the probability density functions 
of non-speech ��(��: �
) and speech  ��(��: �	) at time � in 
the �th Gaussian are given by 
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where ���  and ����	  are the mean vector and the covariance 
matrix in the th category. The probability density function is 
represented by mixture distributions 
 

�(��: ��) = ∑ "���(��: ��)#�$	                  (3) 
 
where "� is the mixture weight and frame-level classification 
is carried out for the log likelihood ratio �(��) as follows: 
 

�(��) = ����(��: �	) − ����(��: �
)         (4) 

2.2. Hangover 
The GMM-based classification is not always correct. So, in 
order to compensate classification errors, hangover scheme is 
applied based on the idea that there is a strong correlation in 
the consecutive speech frames [4]. In this paper, we use 
hangover frame count �%  to delay detection state transition by 
absorbing maximum �% number of consecutive errors. 

2.3. Heuristic knowledge 
In utterance-level detection, heuristic knowledge is applied to 
make sure final detection. In general, two heuristics are 
common. One is minimum speech frame count  ��  and the 
other is trailing non-speech frame count  �& [1]. Minimum 
speech frame count is a minimum number of consecutive H1 
frames for a detected segment to be regard as speech. Trailing 
non-speech frame count is a minimum number of consecutive 
H0 frames to make sure that there is no following speech 
segment. 
 
In summary, the endpoint detection described in this paper is 
characterized with �(��: �
), �(��: �
), �%, ��, �& , and logic 
to control detection state transition based on current state, 
frame-level decision, and heuristics.  
 

3. Weighted Finite State Transducer 
A WFST is a finite-state automaton with state transitions 
labelled with input and output symbols and each transition 
having an associated weighting and it is defined as follows: 

 
� = (Σ, Δ, +, -, /, 3, 4, 5)                       (5) 

 
where Σ  is a finite input alphabet, Δ is a finite output alphabet, 
+ is a set of states, -  is a set of initial states, / is a set of final 
states, 3  is a finite set of transitions, 4 is the initial weight 
function, 5  is the final weight function [10-12].  
In WFST, sequences of input symbols are mapped to sequence 
of output symbols with a weighting value which is calculated 
over all valid paths through the transducer, where each path 
weight is a function of all the state transition weights 
associated with that path. WFST comprise a number of 
fundamental operations. However, in this paper, we only 
consider composition and shortest path search operation. 
Composition is used to combine transducers of different levels 
of representation. The operation 6 = �1 ∘ �2 specifies the 
composition of two transducers �1 and �2 with input/output 
symbols x/y and y/z, respectively, into a single transducer, C, 

with input/output symbols x/z and weights calculated to give 
the same weighting to all possible input/output sequences as 
the original separate transducers.  
 

0 c:a 1 c:b 0
a:Z

1
b:X

c:Y
0 c:Z 1 c:X2 2 2

(a) T1 (b) T2 (c) T1 o T2  
Figure 2: Composition example. 

 
Shortest path operation is used to find a path in a WFST such 
that the sum of the weights of its path is minimized. 
 

 

4. WFST-based Endpoint Detection 
The fundamental idea of the proposed algorithm is to represent 
available knowledge in WFST. As depicted in Figure 3, the 
proposed algorithm is composed of two WFSTs and two 
operations. Frame-level WFST is used to represent frame-by-
frame classification results and utterance-level WFST is used 
to represent hangover and heuristic knowledge. Composition 
and shortest path search operations are applied to combine the 
two knowledge sources and find detection state. 
 

Speech/non-speech
classification

Frame-level
WFST Composition

Utterance-level
WFST

Shortestpath

Feature

Result

 
Figure 3: WFST-based endpoint detection block diagram. 

 
In WFST-based endpoint detection, the following input and 
output symbols are defined. 
 

Σ = {�0, �1}, 
8 = {�0, �1, 9;-?3, ?@336�, A;�, 3;�, ?B, 9B, CB} 

?B = D?1, ?2, … , ?�E F,  
NB = D91, 92, … , 9�G F,                         (6) 
CB = {C1, C2, … , C�H } 

 
where H0 and H1 are used to represent frame-level non-speech 
and speech classification result respectively. Sn, Nn, and Vn 
represent detection states, where Sn is N’th speech wait state 
defined by the minimum speech frame count ��, Nn is N’th 
non-speech wait state defined by the trailing non-speech frame 
count �& , and Vn is N’th hangover state defined by the 
hangover frame count �% . NOISE is used for noise state, 
SPEECH for speech, BOU represents begin of utterance and 
EOU is end of utterance. 

4.1. Frame-level WFST 
Frame-level WFST represents frame-level classification result 
in arcs where H0 and H1 denote non-speech and speech 
hypothesis and weights hold classification result. The weight 
can be binary or real value depending on the type of classifier. 
In practice, the advantage of using frame-level WFST is that it 
allows any type of frame-level classifier to be incorporated 
without modification of rest parts of implementation. In other 
words, it makes it possible to combine additional information 
to improve the detection performance with minimum efforts. 
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Figure 4 shows an example of frame-level WFST, where 4 
consecutive frames are classified as �1, �1, �0, �1.  
 

0 1H1:H1/0

H0:H0/1

2H1:H1/0

H0:H0/1

3H1:H1/1

H0:H0/0

H1:H1/0

H0:H0/1

4

 
Figure 4: An example of frame-level WFST. 

4.2. Utterance-level WFST 
Utterance-level WFST defines a mapping from a sequence of 
input H0 and H1 to decision state. The utterance-level WFST 
topology is defined by heuristic knowledge and hangover. The 
heuristic knowledge �� and �& define a skeleton topology for 
detected segment to be regarded as utterance. Figure 5 shows 
an example WFST where �� and �& are set to 3. It means that 
utterance is detected if minimum consecutive 3 frames are 
classified as speech and then consecutive 3 frames are 
classified as non-speech.  
 

1 2H1:S2
H0:NOISE

0 H1:S1

H0:NOISE

H0:NOISE

3H1:S3

<EPS>:BOU

5 6H0:N14 H0:N0

H1:SPEECH

7H0:N2

<EPS>:EOU

H1:SPEECH
H1:SPEECH

8

 
Figure 5: A WFST for heuristic knowledge. 

 
As mentioned early, frame-level classification is not always 
correct and it can cause incorrect state transition. Therefore, in 
order to reduce the state transition errors, hangover topology 
has to be considered to compensate errors. Figure 6 shows 
hangover examples where �%  is set to 2. It means that 
consecutive 2-frame mis-classification doesn’t affect the state 
transition. 
 

1 2H1:S2

H0:V1

9

H0:V2

10

H0:NOISE

H1:S2

H1:S2

5 6H0:N2

H1:V1

15

H1:V2

16

H1:SPEECH

H0:N2

H0:N2

0 4

(a) Hangover at Sn (b) Hangover at Nn  
Figure 6: A WFST for hangover. 

 
Finally, we can create an utterance-level WFST by applying 
the WFST for hangover to every arc in a WFST for heuristic 
knowledge whose output symbol is Sn or Nn. Figure 7 shows 
an example utterance-level WFST created with the two 
WFSTs in Figure 5 and Figure 6. For the WFST, detection 
state starts from NOISE state. It moves to speech wait state ?	 
for an �	 input and reaches to BOU state if �� − 1 number of 
�	 is input. However, it moves to the first hangover state, C	, 
for �
  input in Sn state. If consecutive �% number of �
  is 
input in Sn, it moves back to initial NOISE state. The state 

transition to detection 3;� state from SPEECH state is similar 
to that of state transition from NOISE state to A;� state. 

4.3. Detection State Decoding  
In WFST-based framework, state transition control is the same 
with decoding process that finds an optimal state sequence 
which satisfies a given criterion for an input WFST. Assuming 
frame-level WFST as /  and utterance-level WFST as � , 
detection state can be determined as the last output symbol of 
a shortest path for a composed WFST between / and �. 
 

@ = Iℎ�K��I��L�ℎ(/ ∘ �) 
M���O��P � 3;� I �LI� �Q��Q� IR�S��(@)           (7) 

 
This is clear and straightforward comparing to conventional 
hard-wired implementation. 
 

1 2H1:S2

H0:V1

9

H0:V2

10

H0:NOISE

H1:S2

H1:S2

0 H1:S1

H0:NOISE

H0:V1

11

H0:V2

12
H0:NOISE

3

H1:S3

H1:S3

H1:S3

<EPS>:BOU

5 6H0:N2

H1:V2

13

H1:V2

14

H1:SPEECH

H0:N2

H0:N2

4 H0:N1

H1:SPEECH

H1:V1

15

H1:V2

16

7

H0:N3

H0:N3

H0:N3

<EPS>:EOU

H1:SPEECH

8

 
Figure 7: An utterance-level WFST example. 

4.4. Training Utterance-level WFST 
It is questionable whether only the 3 thresholds derived from 
heuristic knowledge are sufficient to define the topology of 
utterance-level WFST. Even though there is more knowledge, 
it is not easy to implement them in logic without confliction. 
In WFST, this problem can be dealt with in straightforward 
way. We try to discover the topology of utterance-level WFST 
automatically from a corpus using state merging technique 
[12]. To discover the topology, we prepare an initial model by 
connecting every state transition example in parallel, which is 
obtained by converting utterances in a tagged speech corpus to 
sequences of H0 and H1 using frame-level classifier without 
hangover. And then it merges states iteratively to reduce the 
complexity of the initial model. 
 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

5.1. Endpoint Detection Test Corpus 
The usability of the proposed WFST-based endpoint detection 
is evaluated on an endpoint detection test corpus which is 
designed to evaluate the performance of endpoint detection 
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algorithm for Korean voice search domain. The corpus is 
composed of utterances collected from four real noise 
conditions such as office, bus stop, subway and restaurant 
through popular smart phones. There are 2000 utterances 
recorded in office, 1000 utterances in bus stop, 1000 utterance 
in subway and 1000 utterances in restaurant. A training corpus 
for speech and non-speech models comprises 200,000 
utterances. Each GMM is modeled with 16 Gaussian 
components. The speech signal is sampled at 16KHz, and the 
frame length is 20ms with 10ms shift. Each frame is 
parameterized as a 39-dimensional feature vector containing 
12 MFCCs, C0 energy, their delta and acceleration feature. 
The performance is measured by failure rate as follows: 
 

/L�QK� TL�� = # VW WX�YZ� [��\]
# VW [��\] �^ X ^V�]Z _V^����V^ × 100    (8) 

 
where failure count increases if both reference begin of 
utterance and end of utterance points are not within 0.5 second 
margin for detected endpoints. We implement the proposed 
algorithm with OpenFst library [11]. 

5.2. Experimental Results 
Baseline system is configured with frame-level hard decision 
classifier whose threshold ��  is fixed to 0.0 and utterance-
level WFST defined by the 3 parameters. In order to show the 
usability of WFST-based framework, we take two experiments, 
CASE-I and CASE-II. CASE-I shows that any type of frame-
level soft-decision can be integrated in the endpoint detection 
with minimum efforts in the proposed framework. In CASE-I, 
we only replace arc weights with negative log likelihood. It is 
like making global decision by using �(�) instead of �(��). 
CASE-II shows that heuristic knowledge can be automatically 
discovered from a corpus and we also show that there is little 
cost to integrate the discovered topology. Table 1 summarizes 
each system configuration. 
 

Table 1 System configuration. 

System Frame WFST Utterance 
WFST �(�: �`) Arc weight 

Baseline GMM 0, 1 ��, �&, �% 
CASE-I GMM −log�(��: ��) ��, �&, �% 
CASE-II GMM −log�(��: ��) Data-driven 

 
Table 2 shows experimental results. The minimum failure rate 
of the baseline performance is obtained experimentally by 
varying �%, ��, and �&thresholds. In this case, �% = 3, �� = 6 
and �& = 40. The performance of CASE-I is obtained by only 
replacing arc weights from binary to negative log likelihood 
for the baseline system. The performance of CASE-II is 
obtained by replacing the utterance-level WFST of CASE-I 
with an automatically discovered one. 
 

Table 2 Experimental results. 

System Failure rate [%] 
Office Bus stop Subway Restaurant 

Baseline 6.04 18.20 17.64 26.87 
CASE-I 5.85 17.22 17.62 26.03 
CASE-II 5.85 16.10 16.38 25.12 

 
The experimental results show that there is performance 
improvement by introducing frame-level soft decision and data 
driven knowledge. However, what we focus in this paper is 
that WFST-based endpoint detection provides a framework to 
integrate multiple knowledge sources seamlessly and even 

without knowledge specific implementations. 

6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we present the possibility of applying WFST as a 
framework to deal with endpoint detection. In WFST-based 
endpoint detection, two decision processes are integrated into 
a WFST by composition operation, and shortest path search 
operation is used to determine detection state instead of logic 
implementation. This process is straightforward comparing to 
that of the conventional approach. The experimental results 
show the usability of WFST-based approach. The performance 
of endpoint detection improves with frame-level soft decision 
and a data-driven decision WFST. In addition, it doesn’t take 
much effort to integrate new knowledge source. Therefore, we 
think that the proposed WFST-based framework can be a 
general framework on endpoint detection problem. 
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